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The Language of Writing 
Assessment: Rubrics

Poetry

Interest Level  
and Momentum

The piece is interesting and keeps the reader 
involved.

Authenticity The piece seems genuine.

Details The author provides vivid and necessary details.

Word Choice The author chooses strong words that capture the 
reader’s attention. 

Style The style of the prose speaks to the content, purpose, 
and audience.

Voice The voice seems real and authentic.

Accurate  
and Aesthetic

This piece has factual and/or personal, emotional 
content.

Research and 
Knowledge

The writing draws evidence from informational texts, 
including multiple print and digital sources.
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The Language of Writing 
Assessment: Rubrics

Literary/Narrative Writing

Organization The events and ideas in the story follow a logical 
sequence.

Clarity and 
Coherence

The language is clear and comprehensible.

Interest Level  
and Momentum

The piece is interesting and keeps the reader 
engaged.

Setting The piece is clearly situated in a time and place 
(setting); engages and orients the reader by 
establishing a context.

Authenticity The piece seems real and believable.

Details The author provides vivid and necessary descriptive 
details and sensory language to capture the action 
and convey experiences and events.

Word Choice The author chooses strong words that capture the 
reader’s attention. 

Style The style of the prose speaks to the content, purpose, 
and audience and is maintained throughout the 
writing. The author uses narrative techniques, such 
as dialogue, pacing, description, and reflection, to 
develop experiences, events, and/or characters.

Voice The voice seems real and authentic.

Accurate and 
Aesthetic

This piece has factual and/or personal, emotional 
content.

Research and 
Knowledge

The writing draws evidence from informational texts, 
including multiple print and digital sources.

Transitions The author uses a variety of transition words, phrases, 
and clauses to convey sequence, signal shifts from 
one time frame or setting to another, and show the 
relationships among experiences and events.

Conclusion The author provides a conclusion that follows from 
and reflects on the narrated experiences or events.
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The Language of Writing 
Assessment: Rubrics

Informational Writing

Introduction The topic is introduced clearly and effectively 
previews what is to follow. 

Organization The events, concepts, ideas, and information follow 
a logical sequence.

Clarity and 
Coherence

The language is clear and comprehensible.

Interest Level and 
Momentum

The piece is interesting and keeps the reader 
engaged.

Details The author provides vivid and necessary details.

Support The author introduces claim(s) about a topic or 
issue, acknowledges and distinguishes the claim(s) 
from alternate or opposing claims, and organizes 
the reasons and evidence logically. There is a 
relationship among ideas. The information supports 
the topic(s).

Word Choice The author chooses precise language and domain-
specific vocabulary to inform about or explain the 
topic.

Style The style of the prose speaks to the content, 
purpose, and audience and is maintained 
throughout the writing. 

Accurate and 
Aesthetic

This piece has both factual and/or personal, 
emotional content.

Research and 
Knowledge

The writing draws evidence from informational 
texts, including multiple print and digital sources.

Transitions The author uses appropriate and varied transitions 
to create cohesion and clarify the relationships 
among ideas and concepts.

Conclusion The author provides a concluding statement 
or section that follows from and supports the 
information or explanation presented.


